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nology, Cambridge, Mass.; the United States Chancellery
in Montevideo, Uruguay; the East-West Center of the
University of Hawaii, Honolulu; and the School of
Journalism building at the University of Syracuse. The
selection of the Pei firm was endorsed by the National
Science Foundation, sponsor of NCAR.
The architects will first draw up a master site plau
for the laboratory, which will ultimately house from 300
to 500 scientists and other personnel. Building will proceed in stages. Construction of the first stage, which will
contain about 100,000 sq ft and will represent between
one-third and one-half of the laboratory's ultimate size,
will begin in about a year. The remainder of the laboratory, as now planned, will be built in additional stages
over the next five to six years. Until the first stage is
completed NCAR is being housed in buildings leased from
the University of Colorado.
"We have high hopes that the NCAR laboratory will
be as close as possible to an ideal place for creative
scientific work," Dr. Roberts said.

NOTES

National Center for Atmospheric
Research Reports Progress
Dr. Walter Orr Roberts, director of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research, announced in October
that I. M. Pei and Associates of New York City had been
selected as architects for the NCAR buildings to be constructed on the Table Mountain site acquired earlier last
year.
The Pei firm, chosen after many months of study and
interviews with architects across the nation, is known for
its prize-winning designs of the Pan Pacific Center in
Honolulu; the Washington Square East Redevelopment
Project in Philadelphia; and the Multi-Airline Terminal
at New York International (Idlewild) Airport. Among
the current projects of the firm are the Green Center for
the Earth Sciences of Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
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announces the availability of the

SOCIETY

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NINTH WEATHER RADAR CONFERENCE
( K a n s a s City, Missouri, O c t o b e r 2 3 - 2 6 , 1961)
T h e P R O C E E D I N G S include all the papers which arrived in time for publication. Manuscripts were prepared in final f o r m by the authors.
T h e T a b l e of Contents includes 72 papers under the following categories:
I. Radar Hurricane
II. Characteristics
I I I . Hydrological
I V . Severe
V.

Severe

V I . Radar

Local
Local

Studies
of Convective

and Climatological

V I I I . Meteorological
I X . Instrumentation

Applications

of

Radar

Storms
Storms

Measurement

V I I . Computations

Storms

and Squall
of Air

Motion

of Reflectivities
Echo

Lines

and

Attenuation

Analysis

and Data

Processing

Copies may be obtained by Society members f o r $12 and non-members f o r $20
by writing to the Executive
Secretary, American Meteorological
Society, 45 Beacon
Street, Boston 15,
Massachusetts.
A limited number of copies are still available f o r the P R O C E E D I N G S O F
THE EIGHTH W E A T H E R RADAR CONFERENCE.
M e m b e r ' s price, $10,
non-members, $20.
Copies may be obtained by writing to the Executive
Secretary.
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(Continued from N E W S A N D NOTES, page 25)
Page Charges Allowed under N e w

entific information policies and programs, stimulated the
new policy on page charges.

Policy

The Federal Council for Science and Technology has
adopted a new policy designed to help scientific journals
meet the costs of publishing research results. Under
this policy, one followed by some Government agencies
in the past and now standard for all, page charges for
publication of scientific research results are budgeted
for and paid as a necessary part of research costs.
Page charges are usually calculated as a part of the
cost of composition and make-up of journals. Adoption
of the page charge by an increasing number of scientific
journals is recognized by the Council as a significant
source of financial support in the attempt to carry the
rapidly growing number of papers being produced. The
policy also recognizes that "page charges for publishing
papers in primary journals constitute one effective means
by which an appropriate portion of the research dollar"
may be channeled into the dissemination of research
results, and that the results of Government-sponsored
research are frequently published in the journals of
nonprofit organizations.
Based on the premise that "the rate of scientific advance is determined in a significant measure by the
speed and effectiveness with which research findings are
disseminated among scientists who can use them in further research," the Council states in its policy, "the
dissemination of the results of research is an integral
part of the research process."
The Council established four criteria for honoring
page charges submitted by journal publishers:
(1) The research papers report work sponsored by
the Government;
(2) The charges are levied impartially on all research
papers published by the journal, whether by nonGovernment or by Government authors;
(3) Payment of such charges is in no sense a condition
for acceptance of manuscripts by the journal;
(4) The journals involved are not operated for profit.
The Federal Council for Science and Technology,
established in 1959, includes representatives from the
Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Interior, and Health, Education and Welfare; and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Atomic
Energy Commission, and the National Science Foundation. Its purpose is to provide more effective planning
and administration of Federal scientific and technological
programs.
The National Science Foundation, which
bears the responsibility for coordinating government sci-

Study of Denver Air Pollution
Under a grant to Colorado State University by the
Yetter Foundation, administered by the Denver-U.S.
National Bank, a preliminary program of meteorological
measurements as related to Denver air pollution is
being undertaken this winter. The Air Pollution Division, Taft Center of Sanitary Engineering, Cincinnati,
Ohio, is collaborating through the loan of five sets of
equipment for detailed wind and temperature recording.
Through cooperation by the U.S. Weather Bureau, the
U.S. Air Force and other interested parties, a total of
11 stations will yield observations for analysis during
several selected "pollution epochs."
The observations are being undertaken in conjunction
with the City of Denver. Mr. Walter Krstich, Chief
Building Inspector, is in charge of observations and
reduction of data at 8 air sampling stations, installed
together with the meteorological stations. This equipment also has been loaned by the Taft Center of Sanitary
Engineering.
Mr. Loren Crow, Denver, is the field director for the
undertaking. The program is unique in that it is being
carried out in a region where the diurnal cycle of plainsmountains exchange of air plays a major role, and further, that the program is being started before the pollution problem attains major proportions. It is hoped
that, after several seasons of full investigation, recommendations on control can be made to the city which
are based on a solid physical investigation of a large
sample.
(Continued on page 37)

(Continued from A B O U T OUR MEMBERS, page 30)
A B O U T OUR CORPORATION

MEMBERS

Six new weather balloons, designed, developed, and
constructed by the G. T. Schjeldahl Company of Northfield, Minnesota, were flown this fall in a special test
conducted by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories under Project Director Robert Leviton.
These
free-rising, super-pressure balloons, dubbed "ROSE"
(Rising Observational Sounding Equipment), are designed to give operational weather information at altitudes from zero to 100,000 ft. Mr. Leviton said that
preliminary evaluations were satisfactory in every respect.
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(Continued from MEETINGS OF T H E AMS, page 23)

Wednesday, February 28

niques, oceanography, and statistical and electronic data
processing. Titles and abstracts should be mailed to:
Dr. Harold L. Crutcher
Program Chairman
Asheville Branch
American Meteorological Society
Grove Arcade Building
Asheville, North Carolina
The program committee will cease accepting papers on
or before May 15, 1962. The agenda will be published as
soon thereafter as possible.

Morning Session:
Physical processes in the atmosphere. Dr. Roscoe R.
Braham, Jr., Dept. Geophysical Sciences, University
of Chicago.
Design and evaluation of field experiments. Dr. Alex
Brownlee, Dept. of Statistics, University of Chicago.
Laboratory research.
Dr. Charles L. Hosier, Dept.
Meteorology, Pennsylvania State University.
Afternoon Session:
The Black Hills as an area for research in the atmospheric sciences. Dr. Vincent J. Schaefer, Chairman,
Advisory Committee, Atmospheric Sciences Research
Center.
Roundtable Discussion.

(Continued from A N N O U N C E M E N T S , page 33)
Conference on a Program of Research
Atmospheric Science and W e a t h e r
Modification

in

Under the sponsorship of the South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology and the National Science Foundation, a conference on a program of research in atmospheric
sciences and weather modification will be held at the
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology Campus,
Rapid City, South Dakota, on 27 and 28 February 1962.
The objectives of this conference are: first, to present
a review of the present facts and knowledge about water,
weather, and weather modification research in order to
establish a basis for understanding the need for a long
range research program in Weather Modification and
Atmospheric Science in South Dakota; second, to stimulate thought and discussion that will establish the value
of a research program to the State and spur an enthusiasm to work towards instituting such a program.
PROGRAM
General Chairman: Dr. Horace R. Byers, Department of
the Geophysical Sciences, University of Chicago.
Tuesday, February 27
8 :30 a.m. Registration
9 :00 a.m. Conference convenes
Morning Session:
The facts on ground water in South Dakota. Dr. Paul
Gries, Dept. Geology, S. D. School of Mines and Technology.
The facts on surface water in South Dakota. H. M.
Erskine, District Engineer, U. S. Geological Survey,
Bismarck, N. D.
Water resources of South Dakota and their utilisation.
J. W. Grimes, Executive Officer, S. D. State Water
Resources Commission, Pierre, S. D.
Afternoon Session:
Climatology of South Dakota. R. F. Dale, Climatologist,
U. S. Weather Bureau, Ames, Iowa.
Demonstration of the "Cricket" cold propellant rocket,
a recoverable atmospheric data acquisition system. Texaco Experiment, Inc.
Evening Session:
7 :00 p.m. Banquet
Speaker: Dr. Walter O. Roberts, Director,
National Center for Atmospheric
Research, Boulder, Colorado.

(Continued from N E W S A N D NOTES, page 31)
Cooperative Plan for Library

Cataloguing

An Air Force report now available through the Office
of Technical Services, Business and Defense Services
Administration, U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C., outlines a plan to enable libraries to increase their cataloguing efficiency by the use of "tape
typewriters" and electronic computers.
The plan is built around the use of a typewriter able
to produce a perforated tape record of everything typed
on it. By exchange of these tapes among cooperating
libraries, the report states, "the present enormous duplication of bibliographic work . . . can be markedly reduced, because keyboard operations performed at one
library can be used to make catolog cards at another."
The tape typewriter also has a tape reader, which can
operate the typewriter in accordance with the tape perforations. The machine is able to print and perforate
under the control of the tape reader until a blank area
in the tape appears and the machine stops. Text can
be typed in manually at this point and a new tape produced by re-running. Thus, the recorded text of a
catalog card can be used to produce automatically as
many error-free copies of the card as desired.
Since the tape typewriter is not a standardized device,
it may be necessary for the interchanged tapes to be
translated by an electronic computer. But, the report
emphasizes, it is not necessary for a library to own a
computer to participate in the exchange. "Time on these
machines can be rented in intervals of a few minutes or
hours." The perforated tapes of the catalog material
can be read into the "memory" of the electronic computer,
which can then rearrange the sequence of entries and
perforate a new tape to control the typewriter to type
cards in alphabetical order.
The report giving full details of the plan is The Tapezvriter Plan—A Method for Cooperation in Documentation by C. N. Mooers, Zator Co., for the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, USAF, July 1960, 27 pp.
It may be obtained by ordering PB 171 909 from OTS,
U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C.
The price is 75 cents.
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